
Freshly Baked Daily Since 20 1 9  |  Speciality Bakery & Cafe

Not only do we bake amazing durian confectioneries, but we 
also brew equally good drinks. Everyone will be able to find 

their favorite drink on our menu.

DRINKS

DURIAN COFFEE | $12.50 

We guarantee a smooth and creamy cold latte that erupts 
a balanced flavour between Mao Shan Wang durian and 
coffee. Every bottle is made to order, like it was meant for 
the royals, ensuring the taste is just right before serving

VARLHORNA CHOCOLATE | $8/$9 (Iced)

Melted combination of 70% dark chocolate and 55% milk 
chocolate, with a dash of smoked sea salt

BLUE PEA LEMONADE | $7

A magical iced soda made with blue pea flowers, green 
lemon, and house-preserved salted lemon

PASSION FRUIT ICED TEA | $7

A refreshing iced soda made with Earl Grey Tea and 
passion fruit

SALTY LYCHEE | $7

A sweet and salty soda made with lychee and house-
preserved salted lemon

Specialty
Created by us for you

Recommended to pair up with our durian treats

Recommended to order

DRINKS

LEMONGRASS PANDAN TEA | $10

We use the freshest lemongrass stalk and pandan leaves 
to create a perfect pair-up with our durian sweets

WHITE PEONY TEA | $10

Produced in Fujian, White Peony (白牡丹) tea is very lightly 
processed to retain high levels of antioxidants. Pairs well 
with our durian sweets

DRAGON WELL TEA | $10

The Dragon Well (龙井) exudes a refreshing aroma of 
roasted chestnuts or beans. This tea is rich in Vitamin C 
and is purported to have anti-inflammatory and 
antioxidant properties

EARL GREY TEA | $8

Earl Grey tea is a tea blend that has been flavoured with 
bergamot oil. The rind's fragrant oil is added to black tea 
to give Earl Grey its unique taste

LEMONGRASS BLUE PEA TEA | $8

A refreshing infusion of lemongrass and butterfly pea 
flower. This caffeine-free herbal tea is full of antioxidants 
and health-promoting properties.

Pot Of Tea
Perfectly steeped

DRINKS

LATTE | $5.50

Freshly pulled double-shot espresso and hot steamed milk, 
milkier than a cappuccino

CAPPUCCINO | $5

Freshly pulled double-shot espresso and hot steamed milk 

CARAMEL LATTE | $7

Made with double-shot espresso and hot steamed milk, and 
caramel sauce

MOCHA | $7 

Freshly pulled double-shot espresso and hot steamed fresh 
milk or oat milk, with chocolate. 

AMERICANO | $5

Freshly pulled double-shot espresso with hot water

ESPRESSO | $5

Freshly pulled double-shot espresso

BABYCCINO | $3.50

Frothed milk for kids so they can have their cuppa

Coffee
Single Origin - Ethophia

DRINKS

MY LITTLE PEONY | $18

Vermouth | Sherry 
A refreshing cocktail with a combination of White 
Peony Tea and house-preserved lemon

PLUM FIZZ  $18

Vermouth | Sherry
A fizzy cocktail with a combination of Earl Grey Tea 
and fresh lemon juice

T & TEA | $18

Vodka | Secco
A sweet & sour cocktail with a combination of Dragon 
Well Tea and fresh lemon juice

PEACHES | $18

Gin | Merlet
A sweet cocktail with frothed egg white

iFASHIONED | $20

Scotch | Creme De Cacao | Aromatic Bitters
A twist to the classic Old Fashioned Cocktail

Alcohol
Created by Peter Chua

DRINKS

THE TAUNTON MEDIUM $17

Taunton Original Medium Cider is gently carbonated 
with a distinct apple note and a soft astringency on 
the palate. 
4%.

ASPALL IMPERIAL CYDER $18

Rich fudgy, tantalizing flavor enhanced by bitter-
sweet apples from a single year's crop. Notes of 
raisins, dates, and prunes. Sweet mellow finish.
8%

ROSSL BIER  $7

A crisp, medium-bodied lager crafted using German 
brew techniques.

Alcohol


